
 Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo walked up to the doors of Fleet Captain Koester’s ready room and 

pressed the door chime.  It took several seconds longer than usual before the captain’s voice called out, “Come.” 

 The doors swished open and Arbelo stepped inside, pausing just within the threshold as he realized the 

captain already had a visitor. 

 “Thanks for your consideration, Captain,” Starfleet Marine Major April Mendez – the Dauntless’ tactical 

officer and chief of security – was saying as she stood up from one of the chairs in front of Koester’s desk and 

turned to exit the ready room.  She acknowledged Arbelo as she passed him with a nod and greeting, “Commander.” 

 “Major,” Arbelo greeted in return before he walked over to the captain’s desk as the doors swished shut.  

He then noticed the expression on the captain’s face.  “Something wrong, Skipper?” 

 “Just a personal matter,” Koester replied as he gestured for his first officer to sit down in the seat Mendez 

had just vacated.  “Though it may be a cause for some concern.” 

 “Concern?  About what?” Arbelo asked, placing the padd he was carrying onto the top of the desk and 

sitting back in the chair. 

 “You know Lieutenant Eaton?” Koester asked. 

 “Yes,” Arbelo confirmed.  “One of Jeff’s structural engineers.  I worked directly with her when we were 

making repairs right after the ship nearly got sucked into that black hole last year.” 

 “Apparently she and Mendez got... close... right after the end of our war with the Kairn.” 

 “Oh?  I wasn’t aware,” Arbelo remarked, glancing back at the now-closed door to the bridge. 

 “They apparently kept it pretty low-key,” Koester replied.  “At least until recently.  But the Major made me 

aware that their relationship has hit some bumps in recent weeks.  Jeff noticed the difference in Eaton’s work effort 

recently, though he wasn’t aware of the cause.  And I must admit I noticed Mendez has seemed a little distracted on 

the bridge lately.  Now I know why.” 

 Arbelo looked puzzled, then asked, “Why is the Major telling this to you and not Counselor Gera?  

Wouldn’t the Counselor be a better ear to listen and help her resolve her relationship issues?” 

 “Mendez has seen the Counselor, but apparently the situation has gotten so bad between the two of them 

that Mendez feels she has no other recourse than to request a transfer.” 

 “A transfer?  Off the Dauntless?” Arbelo asked unbelieving. 

 “Yes.  Which leaves me with a couple of problems.  I need a Marine security chief more than I need 

another structural engineer.  But Eaton’s performance to this point has been good, and if I transfer her without a 

formal request or an adequate explanation it’s going to look bad on her record, so I need to find a new chief of 

security and tactical officer, but one that is also qualified to take over command of Special Contingent 41.  I don’t 

know if there are many Marine officers operating in the fleet that can handle such a complex position.  The only 

reason Mendez was able to slip into the role so easily was the years she worked so closely under Mack.  But I’m in a 

tight spot.  Mendez told me she needs to get off the ship one way or another – whether that means transferring to 

another ship or resigning her commission.” 

 “Wow!  That is a tough situation,” Arbelo agreed. 

 Koester got up to grab a drink from his replicator, asking Arbelo his preference.  After replicating the two 

glasses and handing the first officer his drink, Koester returned to his chair and asked, “What is it you needed to see 

me about?  Hopefully not that you and Commander Windsor are having a lover’s spat too?” 

 “Hardly,” Arbelo replied with a wry grin.  “Amanda and I are just close friends sharing similar interests.  

Actually, I needed to go over several FITREPs with you.  I think that several members of the crew are...” 

 Arbelo’s sentence was cut off by the sound of the intercom and the voice of the starship’s second and chief 

science officer saying, “Bridge t’ Cap’n Koester!” 

 Koester activated his intercom and replied, “Go ahead, Commander.” 

 “Cap’n, we just received a transmission from th’ colony on Woodron.  They report a Cybot warship has 

just jumped into orbit!” 

 “Cybots!” Koester exclaimed. 

 “The Woodron colony is where nearly half the survivors of Sagion III settled down after their planet was 

destroyed by the Cybots last year!” Arbelo remarked as both officers quickly headed out onto the bridge. 



 “Distance to Woodron?” the captain asked as he walked over toward the center seat, where the Scottish 

science officer with the large walrus-like mustache was sitting. 

 “Less than one light year,” Commander Alasdair Wallace replied.  “Th’ starship Sarek has also responded 

t’ the distress call an’ is respondin’.” 

 “Good.  It’ll be at least two against one.  Helm,” Koester ordered, turning his attention to the young 

lieutenant sitting at the conn.  “Set course for the Woodron system!  Maximum warp!  Mister Wallace, sound red 

alert!  All hands to battlestations!” 

 “Aye, sair,” Wallace acknowledged, touching a control on the arm of the command chair.  Immediately the 

sound of the red alert klaxon sounded throughout the USS Dauntless as Wallace announced, “All hands t’ 

battlestations!  This is no’ a drill!” 
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Captain’s log, stardate 67048.3: 

The Dauntless has arrived in orbit over Woodron, where a colony of Sagion refugees is 

located.  The colony is being attacked by a race of sentient robots we call the Cybots – 

who were responsible for the complete destruction of Sagion III and the deaths of over a 

billion Sagions almost one year ago.  After first engaging the Dauntless, the Cybot 

warship jumped away from orbit using their FTL drive when our fellow Fifth Fleet 

starship USS Sarek arrived, but a battle still rages on the surface between the Sagion 

refugees and the robotic Cybot soldiers left behind by their warship.  We intend to 

intervene in the conflict. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 

 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester briefed Major April Mendez as the two walked into the Marine armory adjacent to 

the aft hanger bay used by Special Contingent 41 to store their fighters and landing craft, contingent Gunnery 

Sergeant Christopher O’Laughlin following close behind. 

 “The Sagion colonists have so-far managed to hold their positions, thanks in great part to the phasers and 

rifles given to them by the crews of the Bellerophon and the Besiege when they settled here,” Koester stated as the 

Marines started retrieving their weapons from the lockers and checking them, storing additional power cells in 

bandoliers across their chests.  “We’re going to beam your platoons down in two groups with the troop-drop 

transporter.  According to sensors, the Cybots have taken control of a small area of high ground overlooking the 

colony on its western side.  Platoons Alpha and Bravo will beam down on the Cybot’s right flank, where an area of 

large boulders and trees should provide ample cover.  Platoons Charlie and Delta are going to beam directly into the 

center of the colony and provide reinforcements to the Sagion colonists.  Keep the bridge informed on your 

progress.  We’ll have the Montgomery Scott on stand-by.  If you need rapid ground cover, you can make use of the 

Scotty.  It’s fast and pretty well armed.” 



 “What about the Sarek, sir?” Mendez asked as she locked her battle armor in place over her camouflage 

battle dress uniform.  “Are they contributing any troops to this melee?” 

 “Sarek has already beamed down two away teams to help reinforce the colony, but they don’t have Marines 

aboard their ship.  You’re going to be better equipped to take the battle directly to the Cybot soldiers themselves.” 

 Mendez grabbed another hand phaser and slipped it into a holster on her hip before noticing Koester was 

removing his uniform jacket and grabbing a set of black BDUs with a red stripe across the chest from a uniform 

locker. 

 “With all due respect, Captain, where in hell do you think you’re going?” Mendez asked. 

 “I’m beaming down with Charlie Platoon,” Koester remarked, pulling on the BDU top.  “Mister Arbelo is 

already in command up on the bridge, and I need to coordinate with Commander A-ZuRQuIL and the Sarek’s away 

team and the Sagion governor down there.” 

 “Over my dead body!” Mendez remarked before quickly and respectfully adding, “Sir!” 

 “Don’t worry, Major.  I trust your Marines to keep me safe.  And besides, I’ve already informed 

Commander Arbelo of your request, so you don’t need to worry it won’t happen if something happens to me.” 

 Mendez glared at Koester for several seconds.  Meanwhile, O’Laughlin thrust a phaser rifle into the 

commanding officer’s hands as he said, “Grab a weapon.  No one beams down unarmed, Captain, sir.”  He then 

addressed Mendez as he reported, “Alpha and Bravo Platoons ready and standing-by to deploy, Major!” 

 Koester checked his firearm’s power level and setting as Mendez continued to glare at him.  Eventually she 

came to the realization that the Fleet Captain was not going to stand down. 

 “Madre de Dios!” she cursed to herself before looking at O’Laughlin.  “Very well, Gunny.  Alpha and 

Bravo Platoon, stand by for battle insertion!” 

 “Sir, yes, sir!” the members of both platoons shouted back before rushing into the twenty-two man troop 

drop transporter in the next room.  With a grin, O’Laughlin spun his 20
th

 century cammo cap around to face 

backward atop his thinning blonde hair and dug a centuries-old unlit but well-chewed cigar from his right chest 

pocket and placed it between his teeth as he joined the other Marines, but as the platoons mounted the transport 

platform, Mendez put her hand on the Gunny’s shoulder to hold him back. 

 “Stick with the Captain like glue, Gunny.  Don’t let anything happen to him!  Don’t even let his boots get 

scuffed!” the major ordered. 

 O’Laughlin looked over Mendez shoulder at the rest of his Marines taking their positions on the 

transporter, a look of worry briefly crossing his features.  Finally, with a scowl, he dejectedly replied, “Yes, ma’am.”  

Moving up beside Captain Koester, the pair watched as Mendez mounted the platform and ordered the console 

operator to energize.  Seconds later the twenty two Marines dematerialized. 

 “Charlie and Delta Platoons, mount up!” O’Laughlin ordered, taking his place on the platform directly next 

to Koester. 

 “You know, Gunny,” Koester said quietly as the remaining Marines mounted their respective transporter 

positions.  “I’m a big boy.  I don’t really need a babysitter.” 

 “Accordin’ to Major Mendez you do,” O’Laughlin replied with a grin around his cigar.  He patted his 

weapon twice before adding, “An’ Betty’s just the babysitter to do the job.  I’m just coming along for the ride.” 

 Koester tried not to smile and failed as he said, “I’m glad we got that cleared up.” 

 At the far end of the room, Lieutenant Jeong-Hwan ordered, “Energize!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 A pitched battle was underway as the Marines of Special Contingent 41 materialized in and around the 

Sagion colony.  Fleet Captain Koester and Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin took cover behind the rubble of what used 

to be a small pre-fabricated house as bullets and other projectiles sailed through the air around them and the sounds 

of phasers buzzed in their ears.  Several robotic bodies – most of them still smoldering – lay in heaps around the 

wreckage of the village.  In the distance, Koester and the Gunny could see several concentrations of Cybots in fairly 

protected positions.  Half a dozen more were positioned around and atop a small vessel about the same size as a 



Starfleet Marine Corps Higgins-class landing craft, bristling with weapons aimed at the village.  Koester noticed 

where the cockpit should have been was what looked like an enlarged version of one of the robotic Cybot’s faces – 

its single ‘eye’ scanning back and forth, and Koester could not help but wonder if even the Cybot’s shuttles and 

transports were cybernetic life-forms too. 

 “Nice weather they have here,” the Gunny remarked ironically, reacting to the bullets flying through the air 

with mild annoyance much as he might a swarm of mosquitoes as he took aim on an approaching Cybot through the 

scope attached to Betty and pressed the trigger.  The robotic alien fell, but was quickly replaced by another Cybot 

warrior.  “Maybe I should consider retiring here...  Not!” 

 Koester leaned up against the wall he was behind and lay down a barrage of covering fire, allowing 

O’Laughlin and several of the other platoon members to relocate before the Cybots zeroed in on their position.  The 

Gunny then did the same to allow Koester to join them further in the village, and just in time as a mortar shell 

landed right where Koester and O’Laughlin had been positioned, collapsing the wall and leaving a shallow crater in 

its place.  Moving through the village debris toward the center of the small town, the members of Charlie Platoon 

quickly came across several Sagion who had set up a well-defended firing position along the main road that led west 

defending the colony with several Starfleet officers, all wearing black BDUs with a gold stripe across the chest.  

Koester recognized the tallest among them, wearing a sash of blue feathers that set him apart even more, as the 

Capellan first officer of the Sarek, Commander A-ZuRQuIL. 

 As the Marines approached, a large explosion went off across the battlefield, and Koester looked to see the 

limbs, heads, and diverse debris of what remained of the half dozen Cybots and their transport vessel flying through 

the air amid a large mushroom cloud of smoke after one of the Sarek’s away team fired her phaser rifle right into the 

‘face’ of the small vessel, nearly depleting the weapon’s power cell with a single discharge, and apparently striking 

an extremely vulnerable part of the ship – likely the fuel tanks.  As Koester and the Marines reached A-ZuRQuIL, it 

appeared he was having an argument with that particular subordinate over what she had done. 

 “It wasn’t my fault the burst blew up the entire ship!” the woman complained. 

 “Did you have to use the highest setting?” A-ZuRQuIL asked with exasperation. 

 “I was making a statement, Commander Peacock, sir!” the petite security officer replied indignantly. 

 “Did it have to end with an exclamation mark?!?” 

 “Status, Commander?” Koester asked as he and O’Laughlin approached the Capellan officer.  A-ZuRQuIL 

had to look twice, so surprised was he that the commander of the fleet flagship had beamed down into the middle of 

a battle. 

 “Fleet Captain Koester, you shouldn’t be down here!” he shouted back. 

 “Yeah, so my security chief told me,” Koester replied.  He then gestured toward O’Laughlin and said, “It’s 

alright, I’ve got a sitter.  Again, status?” 

 A-ZuRQuIL shared a look of annoyance with the petite and young looking woman who had destroyed the 

Cybot transport before saying, “The Cybot ground forces abandoned their attempt to occupy and raze the village the 

same moment Captain Parker reported the Cybot warship left orbit.  They appear to be attempting a holding action 

on the high ground, probably waiting for their ship to return with reinforcements.  One advantage we have is these 

Cybots apparently do not have transporter technology, so any transport to the surface has to be done by shuttles like 

the one Kyler just blew up.  Hopefully our two starships can prevent the mother ship from launching any more 

reinforcements if they do come back.  Right now we have them...” 

 “Incoming!” shouted the petite woman on the other side of A-ZuRQuIL as a whistling sound filled the air.  

Almost everyone dropped to the dirt as a mortar shell flew low overhead.  Koester apparently had not reacted 

quickly enough in Kyler’s opinion and she launched herself at the fleet captain, tackling him to the dirt and covering 

his body as best she could with her own.  The mortar landed about ten meters to the rear of the group and exploded, 

covering the Starfleet personnel with dirt. 

 Kyler quickly got back to her feet and was about to berate the person she had tackled when she recognized 

he was Fleet Captain Koester.  Her face momentarily turned a deep crimson in color as she mumbled a quick, 

“Sorry!”  Then regaining her wits, she added, “But with all due respect, sir, I agree with Commander A-ZuRQuIL 

that you…” 



 A whistling sound overhead drew the security officer’s attention once again.  Without another thought, 

Kyler yelled, “Take cover!” and again pushed Koester to the ground as another mortar exploded not far away, 

spraying more dirt over the group.  Once the immediate danger had passed, Kyler got up on her hands and knees, 

brushing dirt and debris off the captain’s uniform as she said, “Ah, um...  Sorry, sir… again.” 

 “They’ve zeroed in on our position!” O’Laughlin shouted as he fired a few blasts from Betty in the general 

direction of where he thought the Cybot mortar position was located.  “We need to move!  Now!” 

 The entire group of Sagions, Starfleet personnel, and Marines scurried away from their position, actually 

moving closer to the field of battle and away from where the mortar shells were landing behind them, taking cover 

within a prefabricated building that was probably once a general store for the Sagion colony.  Bullets plinked off the 

sturdy plasticrete structure, but could not reach those inside. 

 “Is everyone alright?” Koester shouted, his ears still ringing from the explosions.  All the Sagions, Marines, 

and Starfleet personnel sounded off that they were uninjured.  He then turned his attention back to A-ZuRQuIL. 

 “As I was saying before we were so rudely interrupted, we’re pretty much at a stalemate at the moment.  

The Cybots don’t seem that interested in pressing their attack into the village, but neither have we managed to push 

them back outside of their own weapons range.  Destroying their transport has hurt them, but unless you have more 

Marines than these few you brought with you, we need more help.” 

 “Ask and ye shall receive, Commander, sir,” O’Laughlin remarked with a grin, pointing toward where two 

platoons of Starfleet Marines were just breaking out from the wooded area to the southwest of the village, attacking 

the position where the Cybots had set up their holding action.  Half the robotic warriors turned to defend themselves 

from the new attack on their flank as several more abandoned their position and started charging across the open 

ground toward the village in what could only be described as a suicidal run.  Some of the Marines comprising 

Charlie and Delta platoons charged out of their own positions, firing their phaser rifles on the run, straight toward 

the oncoming robots.  Another mortar launched from the high ground exploded amidst both the Cybot warriors and 

the Marine defenders, sending several of them sailing through the air.  They landed hard, bloody and bruised. 

 “Those men will be killed!” the Sarek’s petite assistant chief of security shouted as she moved to head out 

into the battlefield herself. 

 “Kyler, get back here!” A-ZuRQuIL shouted.  “Kyler!” 

 The Bajoran/El-Aurian woman ignored her superior’s order, instead aiming her hand phaser in the direction 

of where the mortars had been fired from as she crawled on her belly toward the closest of the injured Marines. 

 “Who is that officer?” Koester asked as he watched with amazement as Kyler made it to the first casualty. 

 “My apparently insane assistant chief of security,” A-ZuRQuIL replied.  “Covering fire!  Give Kyler a 

chance to get back here!” 

 Everyone in the firing position, including Captain Koester, opened up with their weapons.  Two Cybots 

were hit and went down, their limbs blown off by phaser fire, as several more Cybots began a retreat.  Kyler lifted 

the first casualty onto her shoulders in a fireman’s carry and in a crouch carried him back to the others. 

 “Kyler, that was incredibly brave, but incredibly stupid too,” A-ZuRQuIL scolded as Kyler gently lowered 

the man to the ground where two of his fellow Marines waited to perform first aid. 

 “Hold that thought, sir,” she said to A-ZuRQuIL before darting back out onto the battlefield, narrowly 

avoiding several shots in her direction before reaching the next closest casualty.  Within moments she had returned 

with the second Marine and headed back out for the third and fourth.  She nearly collapsed upon returning with the 

last injured Marine and Koester dragged her further back to where the Sarek away team and the Sagions had set up a 

triage unit to stabilize the injured before beaming them directly to sickbay aboard the Dauntless. 

 “That was amazing, Commander,” Koester remarked to the petite woman as he handed her a canteen of 

water.  She sloppily drank the entire container before looking at Koester with a crooked grin. 

 “All in a day’s work, Captain.” 

 “You rest here, and that’s an order, Commander,” Koester said, winking at the security officer before 

turning and rejoining the others on the battlefront.  Seconds later, phaser rifle back in hand, he was picking off 

several Cybot warriors of his own. 

 



* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 67052.9: 

After several hours, Special Contingent 41 managed to defeat the Cybot warriors on the 

surface of Woodron, and their warship has – to this point – not returned.  There were 

numerous casualties during the course of the battle, including five Marines, one of the 

Sarek’s away team, and two Sagions killed, an additional dozen injured to various 

degrees.  However, thanks almost entirely to Captain Parker’s assistant chief of security 

there are five other Starfleet Marines that will live to fight another day.  In spite of her 

apparent insubordination during the battle, Lt Commander Kyler Saya appears to be an 

officer whose career will be worth keeping an eye on. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 

 

 

 Numerous members of the Sarek crew and several special guests from the Dauntless – including Fleet 

Captain Koester, Commander Arbelo, Major Mendez, Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin, and Command Master Chief 

Pono Kyman – all wearing dress uniforms, were gathered in the deck ten level of the Sarek’s 9/10-Forward lounge, 

where Captain Jo Ann Parker was leading an awards ceremony for her crew.  Several members of the Sarek’s away 

team had already been presented with commendations, including Commander A-ZuRQuIL.  Parker was saving the 

best for last. 

 “Lieutenant Commander Kyler Saya, front and center!” 

 Kyler stepped out of the rank in which she was standing on the starboard side of the room.  The large black 

Great Dane – wearing a gold collar that matched the division color on the cuff of Kyler’s uniform – that had been 

sitting next to her as she stood near the wall started to move to follow as well, but all it took was a single look from 

Kyler to make the large dog resume sitting and wait patiently for his mistress’ return.  Kyler walked ceremoniously 

toward the center, where Parker stood near one of the large forward-facing windows.  She turned right-face to look 

at Captain Parker and resumed standing at attention once again. 

 “To be quite honest, Commander,” Parker said quietly to Kyler so that only the Bajoran/El-Aurian woman 

could hear.  “I always thought I would have you in front of me at a captain’s mast before a ceremony like this.” 

 “I’m happy to disappoint you, Captain,” Kyler replied with a half-hidden grin. 

 Parker then looked up, addressing her next remarks to the gathering in general as she read from a padd.  

“For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of her own life above and beyond the call of duty as part of a 

special defensive away team deployed to the surface of Woodron in defense of an allied colony on stardate 67048.5, 

Lieutenant Commander Kyler Saya demonstrated extraordinary heroism in the face of grave danger, taking part in 

actions against a superior enemy and in the face of almost certain death took it upon herself to rescue and retrieve 

five injured comrades from the battlefield.  By her selfless leadership, courageous actions, and extraordinary 

devotion to duty, Lieutenant Commander Kyler reflected great credit upon herself and upheld the highest traditions 

of the Federation Starfleet.  It is my distinct pleasure to award Lieutenant Commander Kyler with the Prentares 

Ribbon of Commendation and promotion to the rank of full Commander!” 

 As those gathered in 9/10-Forward applauded and the dog Kainan barked appreciatively, Parker placed the 

Prentares Ribbon on Kyler’s dress uniform, then proceeded to shake the petite woman’s hand. 

 “Congratulations, Commander Kyler,” Parker praised as she then replaced her assistant security chief’s 

rank insignia with that of a full commander. 

 

* * * * 

 



 A cocktail party followed the award ceremony, many of those in attendance making the rounds to 

congratulate the recipients for their various commendations.  One of the most popular recipients was, by far, now-

Commander Kyler, with each attendee waiting in line to offer their congratulations personally. 

 About an hour into the gathering, Fleet Captain Koester was sitting at one of the forward tables, sipping a 

mug of ale and talking with Captain Parker about the battle they had just won and the potential repercussions. 

 “The Sagions are going to be skittish,” he remarked.  “First the Cybots destroy their entire homeworld.  

Now it appears they have hunted them down and located the planet where many of the remaining survivors have 

settled.  The governor has asked Admiral Fil for a Federation starship to remain in the star system for the foreseeable 

future to repel any potential future attacks.” 

 “I doubt the Fleet has the vessels to spare to dedicate a starship simply to protect this system from an attack 

that may never come,” Parker remarked.  “I wonder why the Cybots have such a hatred for the Sagions to begin 

with?” 

 “I wondered that myself, so I asked Governor Griffith if he knew of any reason why the Cybots would be 

coming after them specifically.  He told me about a legend that goes back centuries – perhaps thousands of years – 

in Sagion culture... that their homeworld of Sagion III actually began as a colony of a more ancient star-faring 

culture from somewhere across the galaxy who fled after an uprising by a race of robot slaves they had created.  

Before the Cybots attacked Sagion III, the governor believed those legends merely myths, stories you tell kids to 

scare them into behaving when they’ve been bad.  Now he’s not so sure.” 

 As Parker offered her opinion of Sagion myths, Koester looked around the lounge.  His eyes paused at the 

bar, where several members of the Sarek’s crew were having drinks and conversing.  Among them were 

Commander Kyler and Major Mendez, Kyler’s Great Dane sitting on the deck between them.  A civilian bartender 

refilled Mendez’ glass before tossing some kind of treat to Kainan, who even though he was sitting his head was 

above the level of the bar, as the two security officers talked about subjects of mutual interest.  Suddenly a thought 

occurred to the Fleet Captain. 

 “I hate to change the subject so abruptly, Jo Ann, but I have a problem I’ve been trying to figure out a 

solution to, and an idea just occurred to me,” he said, interrupting Parker mid-sentence.  “What would it take to get 

you to part with Commander Kyler?” 

 “Part with Kyler?” Parker repeated, taken aback.  “Why would I want to do that?” 

 “I’ve had a... situation... aboard my starship come to my attention that requires me to look for a new chief 

of security.  I’ve seen Kyler in action personally, and I’ve heard from A-ZuRQuIL of her competence; basically 

acting as your full-time security chief while he performs double duty as your first officer too.” 

 “Trust me, I would love to make Quil only my XO and give the title of chief of security to Kyler,” Parker 

remarked.  “But some officers in a higher pay-grade than mine have something against ever seeing A-ZuRQuIL in a 

red uniform.” 

 “Maybe what I have in mind would solve both our problems?” Koester suggested.  “I know it would be a 

highly unusual situation to place a Fleet officer in charge of a company of Starfleet Marines, and it would require 

approvals from not one but two bureaucracies, but I think Kyler might be a good fit aboard the Dauntless.  And this 

would give you the opportunity to assign a brand new chief of security and give Quil the title he properly deserves at 

this point.” 

 Parker looked over toward the bar at her assistant security chief in her bone-white dress uniform, laughing 

at something Mendez had just said, which caused the Dane near her feet to wag its massive tail. 

 “I would have to ask her first, I suppose,” the Sarek’s captain replied.  “I don’t know if she would even 

want a transfer.  And who would I get to replace her?  I would need someone qualified and experienced in that 

position.  Someone with experience as a security chief and tactical officer.” 

 “I think I might know just the person...,” Koester said with a sly smile. 

 

* * * * 

 



 The door chime of the ready room sounded.  Parker looked up from her computer monitor and said, 

“Come.”  The doors swished open and Kyler Saya stepped inside.  The assistant security chief was wearing work-

out clothing, a sheen of sweat covering her brow and arms. 

 “You wanted to speak to me, Captain?” Kyler asked, standing directly in front of Parker’s desk, arms 

behind her back in a relaxed parade-rest stance. 

 “A little informal today, Commander?” Parker asked with an amused expression, looking at Kyler’s state of 

dress. 

 “I was down on the holodeck, on a run with Kainan through a forest program he enjoys,” Kyler replied, 

referring to her ‘pup.’  “Sometimes I’m pretty sure he knows we’re still aboard the ship and not really outside when 

we go down there.  But you didn’t call for me to talk about my dog’s off-duty interests.  What can I do for you, 

Captain?” 

 “An opportunity that might interest you has come to my attention,” Parker replied.  “But it would require 

you to transfer off the Sarek.” 

 “What kind of opportunity?” Kyler asked warily. 

 “Fleet Captain Koester is looking for a new tactical officer and security chief aboard the flagship,” Parker 

explained. 

 “Fleet Captain Koester?” Kyler said with a tone of confusion.  “Isn’t that the same officer I managed to 

blindside during the away mission and knock into the ditch?  …Twice!” 

 “The same,” Captain Parker replied. 

 “I hope he doesn’t hold a grudge,” Kyler remarked wryly.  “But a transfer to the Dauntless?  Don’t they 

have Marines for their security department?  The Fleet Captain wants me to be in charge of them?” 

 “Yes, which opens up a whole new range of complications.  But the Fleet Captain was impressed with your 

performance the other day and feels you would be more than qualified for the position.  You don’t think that’s a 

position you’re capable of filling?” 

 “Oh, I can fill it,” Kyler assured.  “And I promise that we’ll repair any collateral damage that occurs as a 

result of this transfer.” 

 “You’re a Starfleet officer.  They’re Marines,” Parker reminded.” 

 “Sounds like I’m officially the master of disaster,” Kyler said with a grin.  “I like it!” 

 Parker nodded, then with a subtle sigh added, “I have to admit, though, I hate losing you.” 

 “I’m sure whoever you choose to replace me will be just as capable as I am,” Kyler assured.  “Perhaps not 

as much fun…  Any idea who my replacement will be?” 

 “If the transfer is approved, Major April Mendez coming over from the Dauntless.” 

 “Wait!  We’re being swapped?  A fleet officer in charge of Marines over there and a Marine officer in 

charge of Starfleet security over here?” Kyler asked, making sure she understood correctly.  Parker nodded again 

and Kyler said, “The next few months should be pretty interesting aboard both starships!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Meanwhile, aboard the Dauntless, a similar meeting was taking place. 

 “You asked to see me, sir?” Major April Mendez asked as she entered Koester’s ready room. 

 “Yes, Major,” the captain replied, standing near his replicator.  “Please sit down.  May I offer you a drink?” 

 “No, thank you,” Mendez replied as Koester retrieved a cup of pumpkin spice-flavored coffee from his 

replicator.   

 “The reason I called you here is to find out if you still desire a transfer off the Dauntless?” Koester asked as 

he too sat down. 

 “I’m afraid so, sir,” Mendez replied.  “I’ve had at least three encounters with Lieutenant Eaton in the last 

two days, and things are getting increasingly uncomfortable, to say the least.  I know I’ve placed you in a difficult 

position, Captain.  Have you been able to find a replacement officer yet?” 



 “I have an idea of who I would like to fill your position, though it would take some maneuvering,” Koester 

said.  “If I can arrange your transfer, would you still be comfortable serving within the Fifth Fleet?” 

 “I don’t see that being a problem, as long as it’s not aboard this ship,” Mendez responded.  “If you don’t 

mind my asking, who do you have in mind to replace me?  Lieutenant Kron?” 

 “No!  I don’t think I could take his constant chatter on the bridge,” Koester said of the Lurian Marine 

officer.  “I was actually considering Commander Kyler from the Sarek.”  A look of surprise mixed with doubt 

appeared on Mendez’ face.  “You don’t think she can do it?” 

 “Don’t get me wrong, sir.  I met Commander Kyler.  I believe she’s a competent officer and probably 

exemplary at her job.  I just can’t see a ‘Fleet’ officer handling being in charge of a company of Marines.  There’s 

more to being chief of security aboard this ship than just being a chief of security.  Running Special Contingent 41 is 

like having an entirely separate command of your own you have to be responsible for.  It takes a special kind of 

officer...” 

 “I’ve seen Kyler in action and I’ve spoken at length to her CO.  I think Kyler IS that special kind of 

officer.” 

 “But...,” Mendez continued to protest.  “But she’s not a Marine, sir!” 

 “Point taken, Major.  However...” 

 Koester’s sentence was interrupted by the sound of the red alert klaxon going off and the lights in the ready 

room shifting to red.  Koester hit his combadge and said, “This is the Captain.  Report?” 

 “Captain, two Cybot warships just jumped into high orbit over the Sagion colony,” reported the voice of 

Commander Arbelo.  “Our friends have returned, and they’ve brought friends of their own.” 

 “On my way,” Koester said as he got up from his chair.  “We’ll continue our conversation later.  In the 

meantime, shall we, Major?” 

 “Right behind you, Captain.” 

 Koester and Mendez quickly emerged on the bridge, the Marine officer assuming her position at the tactical 

console while Koester took his place in the center seat. 

 “Shields raised, phasers armed and locked on the closer of the two Cybot warships,” reported Arbelo from 

his own seat to the captain’s right.  “All forward tubes loaded and standing by with a mix of photon and quantum 

torpedoes.” 

 “Cybot warships are launching fighters,” Chief Kyman reported from his position at mission ops. 

 “Prepare our own Hornets for launch, in case we need them,” Koester ordered.  “Open fire with phasers as 

soon as the fighters are within 100 kilometers range.” 

 The Cybot fighters, cybernetic life-forms of their own, swarmed toward the two Federation starships.  

Koester was grateful the Cybots were – for the present – ignoring the planet and its vulnerable Sagion colony.  

Apparently the Cybot’s computerized minds had decided the starships were the greater threat and that, once dealt 

with, they could easily annihilate the colonists at a later time.  Unfortunately it meant the two starships took the 

brunt of the renewed attack. 

 Under the cover of the fighters, the Cybot warships launched missiles – each tipped with a nuclear 

warhead.  The first missile struck the Sarek’s shields and exploded in a burst of bright light, the ship rolling 

sideways from the impact. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Damage report?” Parker called out, gripping the arms of her chair tightly. 

 “Shield four down by 23%, Captain,” Kyler reported.  She was still dressed in only her work-out clothes, 

the Cybot attack having occurred before she could return to her quarters.  “Reading minor damage to the primary 

hull docking latches.  Radiation levels approaching lethal levels on decks six, seven, and eight, sections twenty 

seven through thirty one.” 



 “Quil, start pumping hyronalin into the atmosphere; two hundred parts per million in those sections, fifty 

parts per million throughout the rest of the ship,” Parker ordered.  A-ZuRQuIL, who was standing behind the 

horseshoe rail next to Kyler, quickly complied. 

 “Captain,” Kyler said.  “Analysis of the Cybot attack indicates we have little chance of sustaining 

catastrophic damage from their weapons.  However, a few well-placed hits on our shields could conceivably push 

our ship into Woodron’s atmosphere.  If we start to fall out of orbit, we’re doomed.” 

 “Helm, move up to a higher orbit,” ordered Parker.  “Ops, inform the Dauntless why we’re changing orbit 

and advise they do the same.” 

 Both officers acknowledged as the Sarek attempted to fight back against the Cybot threat. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Captain, I’m receiving a transmission from the Sarek,” reported Mendez.  “They’re breaking orbit to get 

above the altitude where the Cybot vessels are orbiting in order to avoid being pushed into the planet’s atmosphere 

by their nuclear-tipped missiles, and Commander Kyler suggests we do the same.” 

 Koester glanced over at the small monitor next to Arbelo’s seat, where a tactical display was located, 

showing the Dauntless’ position in orbit, the two Cybot vessels, and the Sarek and its projected course to a higher 

position. 

 “If we move above the Cybots like the Sarek, that would leave the colony on the surface of Woodron wide 

open to attack from orbit, Major,” he said.  “No, one of our ships has to provide cover for the Sagions.”  He then 

addressed his next command to Lieutenant Hyland at the helm.  “Maintain present standard orbit.” 

 “At least with one of us above them and one of us below, maybe it will split the Cybot’s attention,” Arbelo 

remarked. 

 The first officer’s comment inspired an idea in Mendez’ mind.  In between launching torpedoes and firing 

phasers at the gnat-like Cybot fighters buzzing around the two starships, the Marine major entered calculations into 

the tactical simulation she had displayed on her own console.  Eventually a smile appeared on her face. 

 “Captain, I have an idea that may defeat the two Cybot ships,” Mendez reported.  “But we need to 

coordinate closely with the Sarek.  One starship alone can’t accomplish what I have in mind.”  Mendez then 

explained her idea briefly. 

 “It could work,” Koester agreed.  “Major, contact the Sarek.  Coordinate with their tactical officer.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Mendez replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Captain, we’re receiving new tactical instructions from the Dauntless,” Kyler announced. 

 “What kind of instructions,” Parker asked. 

 “Major Mendez believes she knows a way we can encircle and entrap the Cybots and destroy both vessels.” 

 “Encircle and entrap?  With just two starships?” Parker asked, sounding unconvinced. 

 Kyler studied the tactical simulations now displayed on her own screen and a hint of a smile appeared. 

 “The plan looks feasible,” she announced.  “Recommend we implement.” 

 “Very well,” Parker agreed, trusting Kyler’s judgement.  She then turned her attention back on the main 

viewer and the missile streaking just past the Sarek’s port warp nacelle.  “Helm, coordinate with tactical.  Have 

engineering stand by with any support they can offer.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Back aboard the Dauntless, preparations were just being completed. 

 “Engineering reports they are ready to start venting drive plasma,” Chief Kyman announced. 

 “Very well,” Koester responded.  “Major, have you completed your modifications to the phaser arrays?” 



 “Arrays are charging as we speak, Captain,” Mendez replied with a worried look toward the viewscreen, 

where several Cybot fighters passed a little too close for her comfort.  “I just pray none of those fightercraft manage 

to penetrate our shields and hit a phaser array, or three-quarters of the primary hull is going to vaporize faster than a 

supernova!” 

 “Just let me know when both you and the Sarek are ready.” 

 An indicator on Mendez’ tactical console lit orange, and Mendez reported, “Phaser arrays charged with 

antimatter, Captain.”  A few seconds later, the indicator next to the lit orange one flashed green.  “Commander Kyler 

indicates the Sarek is prepared as well.” 

 “Very well,” Koester said.  “Helm, initiate pattern Mendez 1-Alpha.” 

 “Initiating tactical maneuver pattern Mendez 1-Alpha,” Hyland acknowledged. 

 With the touch of the control, the Dauntless began to maneuver out of orbit, beginning a spiral course 

clockwise around the Cybot ships.  At the same time, the Sarek began a downward spiral, also clockwise around the 

two alien vessels.  As the two Federation starships began passing close by both ships, they began venting drive 

plasma from their warp nacelles, forming a dense fog of high-energy plasma around the enemy.  This was followed 

by both starship firing an antimatter spread in the vicinity of the Cybots.  The effect was much like an old-fashioned 

fireworks show as the charges detonated pockets of plasma but did little actual damage to the warships.  It was 

quickly evident that the Cybots were unsure of how to react to the new Starfleet tactic, as their fighters – encircled 

by the display, merely flew in loops around their own ships and refused to approach either Federation vessel and the 

warships themselves ceased firing missiles, perhaps in fear a nuclear detonation would destroy not only the 

Dauntless and Sarek but themselves as well, as they maneuvered closer and closer together for mutual defense. 

 “It’s working!” Mendez reported with excitement. 

 “Initiate phase 2!” Koester ordered. 

 “Initiating phase 2,” Mendez agreed, then opened the subspace frequency to the Sarek.  “Kyler, open fire!” 

 Both starship started firing multiple volleys of quantum torpedoes at the star-shaped Cybot warships.  With 

the two ships in such close proximity to one another, and the Dauntless and Sarek continuing their spiral courses 

around the two, the torpedoes struck their intended targets again and again.  Large chunks of the ships blasted away, 

revealing the dark-red flesh-like biological components of the ship beneath the outer metal skins.  Most other star 

faring races the Federation encountered would have coped better against such an attack, but the Cybots – lacking 

shields and deflector screens – took on more and more damage. 

 At the last moment, many of the fighters changed course and began to attack the two Federation ships, but 

it was already too late.  One Cybot warship began spinning from the pounding it was taking.  The other started 

breaking apart around the hub – small explosions filling the widening gap. 

 “Hyland, break away!  I think we’re pretty much finished here,” Koester ordered with satisfaction. 

 As both the Dauntless and Sarek moved off in opposite directions away from the planet, the Cybot warship 

that had broken in half exploded.  Immediately almost half the small fighters deactivated and began drifting as if 

they were all turned off by one switch.  Meanwhile, the second spinning warship slowly descended and entered the 

atmosphere of Woodron.  Pieces began to fall off as it began to burn up, falling at tremendous speeds toward the 

surface. 

 “COB, please tell me that ship isn’t going to impact anywhere close to the Sagion colony?!” Koester asked. 

 Kyman reviewed the data displayed on his mission ops console and turned to look back at the captain, a 

smile on his bearded face. 

 “At current trajectory, the Cybot vessel will impact on the southern continent more than ten thousand 

kilometers from the colony, Skipper.  The debris thrown up into the atmosphere by the impact will probably cause 

spectacular sunsets for several months, but that’s about all the effect it will have on the Sagions,” the El-Aurian man 

replied. 

 “Good.  Mister Riker, get me Captain Parker on the line.” 

 A moment later the viewscreen blinked to the image of the Sarek’s bridge, where a bunch of equally 

relieved-looking people could be seen. 

 “Good work, Captain,” Koester praised.  “What’s your ship status?” 



 “We have a few casualties and our chief medical officer is treating some of the crew for effects of 

radiation, but ship is fully functional, Fleet Captain,” Parker replied.  “That was an excellent tactic you came up 

with.” 

 “I can’t take the credit,” Koester replied.  “Major Mendez figured that one out.”  He then turned to look 

over his right shoulder at the Marine officer and asked, “Where did you come up with that idea, Major?” 

 “I remembered something I read back during my Academy days about one of the first encounters with the 

Borg and how the USS Enterprise distracted them in order to allow a boarding party to breech their ship,” Mendez 

replied.  “Since the Cybots seemed to share a similar tactical mentality as the Borg but lack the Borg ability to 

quickly adapt, I thought it might work in this situation as well.” 

 “I can see why you made her your tactical officer, and would not want to lose her,” Parker commented over 

the viewscreen.  Koester could not help but notice the emotions that appeared on Mendez’ face very briefly before 

she managed to regain control of herself again. 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 67072.9: 

It has been almost a week since the two Cybot warships attacked Woodron and there is 

no further sign of any more Cybots reappearing.  Whether that means the Cybots only 

possessed the two vessels we managed to destroy or if there are others that are simply 

biding their time I cannot say, but Governor Griffith is confident enough to no longer 

insist a Federation starship needs to remain in the Woodron system to protect them. 

Meanwhile, with the help of both the Dauntless and Sarek crews, rebuilding of the Sagion 

Colony on Woodron has proceeded and the Sagions should be able to resume their 

normal lives soon.  That leaves me only one more piece of unfinished business to which I 

must attend. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 

 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester was sitting behind his desk in the ready room, a steaming cup of pumpkin-flavored 

coffee in one hand, as he talked with Captain Jo Ann Parker over his monitor screen. 

 “I admit, it will take some adjustment for both our crews, but I think we can make it work, and I believe we 

will both benefit from the arrangement in the end,” he was saying. 

 “I’m willing to give it a try as long as you leave the option we spoke of open,” Parker replied.  “What does 

Admiral Fil think of this whole idea?” 

 “He thinks we’re both a little nuts when he heard my proposal, but...”  Koester was interrupted by the 

sound of the door chime.  “Excuse me a second, Jo Ann.  Come!” 

 The ready room doors opened and Major April Mendez stepped in. 

 “May I speak with you a moment, Captain?” she asked with a hopeful look. 

 “Certainly, Major.  Come in,” Koester said before looking back at the monitor.  “I’ll contact you again very 

soon, Jo Ann.  Dauntless, out.” 

 Koester deactivated the monitor screen, which lowered down into the top of the desk, before gesturing 

Mendez into one of the seats in front of him.  “What can I do for you, Major?” 

 “I’ve been seriously contemplating my situation, sir,” Mendez replied.  “I realize I put you in a difficult 

position, and for that I apologize.  I’ve considered your position, and my own, and have come to the decision to 

rescind my request for transfer.  I realize it will mean my life aboard the Dauntless may be more emotionally 

turbulent for a time, but I need to deal with my issues and not try and run away from.” 

 A look of shocked surprise appeared on Koester’s face, followed by mild annoyance. 



 “I wish you had told me this a few days ago,” he said.  “Because if you want it, you can still have your 

transfer.  This is the situation; I’ve made arrangements with Captain Parker aboard the Sarek.  Your transfer – if you 

choose to accept it,” he added pointedly.  “...Would be immediately to the Sarek as their new chief of security and 

tactical officer.  Captain Parker was very impressed with your tactics during the battle.  Both she and I have decided 

to initiate an experiment to see if a Starfleet Marine officer can function adequately in charge of a Fleet department.  

It would also allow her to appoint Commander A-ZuRQuIL the sole duty as the Sarek’s first officer instead of 

seconding as security chief too.  In turn, I would get Commander Kyler as my security chief and tactical officer and 

we get to see how a company of Marines would operate under the command of a Fleet officer.”  As Mendez 

displayed a dubious expression, Koester added, “Think of it as departmental cross-training.  Your Marines would 

learn how better to operate by Fleet procedures, and in turn the Sarek’s security department would learn better 

discipline and skills from you.  Both ships would benefit.  And if it works here, it might open the door to integrating 

Starfleet Marines and security forces throughout the fleet.” 

 Mendez appeared to consider the captain’s words for almost a minute.  She then looked at Koester and 

asked, “What happens if it doesn’t work?” 

 “Captain Parker and I have agreed to a one-year trial period followed by an evaluation.  If we decide it isn’t 

working, that either the Sarek’s security department or Special Contingent 41 are having difficulties due to the 

changes that cannot be overcome, we will negate the transfers and bring each of you back to your original ships and 

positions – with the exception that A-ZuRQuIL will remain as only the first officer of the Sarek.” 

 “I understand,” Mendez said.  “In that case, I accept your – and Captain Parker’s – generous offer of a 

transfer.” 

 “Very good,” Koester said with a smile.  “I’ll have my yeoman start on the official paperwork right away.  I 

would start packing if I were you, Major.” 

 “Sir, yes, sir!” Mendez replied, getting out of her chair and heading toward the door.  She was almost there 

when Koester called out to her. 

 “Major!” 

 Pausing and looking back, Mendez replied, “Yes, sir?” 

 “I just want to make one thing absolutely clear!”  Koester paused for a moment, to ramp up the major’s 

anticipation.  “You will be sorely missed around here, April.” 

 A flood of emotion nearly caused Mendez to shed a tear.  She managed to hold it back long enough to say, 

“I’ll miss you and the rest of the crew here aboard the Dauntless too, sir.  Drinks in the Lodge are on me next time 

both ships are in port at the same time.” 

 “It’s a deal,” Koester replied.  Then with a nod, he said, “Good luck, April.  Dismissed.” 

 With a nod of her own, Mendez turned back toward the door and departed.  Koester noticed it looked like 

she was wiping her face as she left and his own smile turned rather melancholy. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Two days later, following a party thrown by the Marines on the WRecK Deck in her honor, Major April 

Mendez strolled down one of the corridors aboard the Dauntless toward the transporter room, a duffle bag 

containing some essentials sitting on her shoulder.  Most of her personal belongings had already been beamed 

aboard the Sarek the previous afternoon.  The transporter room doors parted at her approach, and she was not 

surprised to find Fleet Captain Koester standing inside, talking with Chief Gregory, the transporter operator. 

 “Ahh, here she is now,” Koester remarked before turning his attention on the Marine officer.  “Ready to go, 

Major?” 

 “As ready as I’m ever going to be,” she replied, placing her duffle on the transport platform and stepping 

toward the control booth to talk with the captain. 

 “I wish you the best of luck in your new position, April,” Koester said.  “Contact me if there’s anything you 

need to help in the transition.” 

 “Thank you, Captain,” Mendez said in return.  “For everything.” 



 She leaned close and embraced the captain, who returned the hug.  She then stepped up onto the transport 

platform, lifting her duffle in her hand as she did.  “Ready, Chief,” she said to the man inside the booth. 

 “Good luck, Major,” Gregory said before activating the controls.  “Energizing.” 

 Mendez raised her hand and waved as the annular confinement field took hold and she dematerialized.  

Then – as the system hummed back down to standby – Gregory reported, “Sarek reports the Major arrived safely.  

They are standing by to beam over our new security chief and effects.” 

 “Very well.  Synchronize and energize, Chief.” 

 Gregory activated the transporter and two of the pads on the platform lit up.  Moments later a petite and 

young-looking woman in a mustard-gold uniform and a black-furred monster materialized on the platform.  Kyler 

was holding her hands behind her back, as if holding something. 

 “Welcome aboard the Daunt... whoa!” Koester said as his eyes fell on the large black Great Dane sitting 

next to Kyler and wagging its tail as it looked around curiously at his new surroundings.  “I had forgotten about 

Kainan.” 

 “Where I go, he goes,” Kyler Saya said with a pat of the large dog’s head.  She then started stepping toward 

the captain. 

 “I guess Nanook will have a new friend aboard the ship... I hope.  Anyway, welcome aboard the Daunt...” 

 Koester was interrupted yet again as Kyler’s foot tripped on the dog’s wagging tail and she fell forward, 

landing in the arms of Fleet Captain Koester, the two of them falling to the deck.  Koester looked up at his new chief 

of security lying on top of him with a half-smile and remarked, “We have to stop meeting like this, Commander.  

People will start to talk.” 

 “Sorry, Captain,” Kyler said with an embarrassed grin as she got up off her new commanding officer.  

Koester then found himself at the receiving end of several sloppy licks from Kainan before he too could get back to 

his feet and Kyler could restrain her dog.  She then helped the captain up, brushing off his uniform once he was back 

on his feet, before handing him a parcel of folded cloth. 

 “What’s this?” Koester asked as he accepted the bundle, looking at it with puzzlement. 

 “Don’t I owe you a uniform?” Kyler asked with a grin. 

 Koester nodded his thanks, then gestured toward the door and the pair headed out into the corridor, Kainan 

following close behind. 

 “I hope you don’t mind, but you’re being assigned to the quarters that Major Mendez just vacated,” Koester 

said as he led the way toward one of the turbolifts. 

 “Why would I mind that?” Kyler asked. 

 “Because the quarters are located back aft in the Marine Barracks,” Koester explained.  “Dauntless was 

completed during the middle of the Dominion War, and as a result had some equipment and sections built right into 

the basic design making her better geared toward war than the average Starfleet vessel.  Your new quarters will not 

be too far from the WRecK Deck and the Marine hanger.  It might be a little noisier than you’re used to.” 

 “I’m adaptable,” Kyler said with a grin.  “Besides, it will allow me a better opportunity to get to know my 

new troops.” 

 “That’s a good idea,” Koester agreed as the two officers and the dog entered the turbolift.  “Deck fifteen, 

section forty,” he ordered the turbolift before returning his attention on Kyler.  “It’s probably going to take the 

Marines a little while to get used to you too.  Some of them are pretty set in their ways, and may not take too well to 

having someone of your... stature and appearance, shall we say... giving them their orders.” 

 “I’m sure we can work out some mutually beneficial agreement,” Kyler said vaguely with a hint of a smile. 

 “Your biggest hurdle is going to be the Gunny,” Koester remarked.  “He’s an old-school traditional Marine 

in more ways than one.  And whatever you do, don’t ask him about the squee-gee!”  Kyler was confused by what the 

captain was talking about, but figured it was best to leave that question for a later time.  “He had a hard enough time 

learning to work with females – no less aliens – when he first arrived aboard my ship, but at least they were all 

fellow Marines he was working with.  Now he has to deal with an officer like yourself!  You’re female, you look 

comparatively young, and worst of all you’re what he calls a Fleety.  You’re starting off with three strikes against 

you already!” 



 “Don’t worry, Captain,” Kyler said with a grin.  “If I can handle the Cybots, I can handle a rigid Marine 

non-com like a Gunnery Sergeant,” she assured. 

 The turbolift door opened on a corridor in the starship’s Marine Barracks area.  It was strangely quiet... too 

quiet, the only the sound that of the starship’s engines thrumming through the hull.  That was when the pair noticed 

the Denebian Marine officer standing at the far end of the corridor.  The Marine looked back at the new arrivals with 

mild interest. 

 “Morning, Captain,” he said.  “What’s with the kid and the puppy dog?  This is a bad time for a tour.  

We’re about to ‘welcome’ our new Fleety commander!”  Jeong-Hwan snapped a rope he was holding as he added, 

“…Marine style!” 

 Kyler looked at Koester, a very amused expression on her face.  “You can’t be serious!” she said to him.  

“I’m in charge of THIS?” 

 The First Lieutenant turned his attention on Kyler as he said, “You know, this deck has a minimum height 

requirement!”  He looked at Koester and added, “The mutt can stay, but take the kid with you!” 

 Kyler gritted her teeth as she said, “Kainan probably has a higher IQ than most of you…  And DON’T 

YOU EVER CALL HIM A MUTT!”  She then looked up at Koester and remarked, “Let me go introduce myself, 

sir.  Come on, Kainan.” 

 Koester watched from within the turbolift as Kyler and her dog walked down the corridor.  Before she had 

gone far, two more Marines in battle dress pounced on her from out of nowhere. 

 “Welcome to the CORPS, Fleety!” one of them said as they tried to grab hold of her arms.  She easily 

tossed one aside as Kainan jumped up on and held down the other.  Kyler was just straightening back up when she 

managed to block a third attack, this one from Lieutenant Jeong-Hwan himself, who came rushing from the far end 

of the corridor, an evil grin on his face, the length of rope ready in his hands. 

 “Commander...!” Koester shouted. 

 “Don’t worry, sir.  I’ve got this,” she replied with a smile before dipping under the Marine L-T and flipping 

Jeong-Hwan over her shoulder and hard onto the deck.  “I suppose this is just their way of saying hello.” 

 Koester shook his head in amazement just as Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin appeared at the opposite end of 

the corridor and with a war-cry resounding through the corridor rushed to join the free-for-all, his ever-present cigar 

clutched between his grinning teeth.  “Bridge,” Koester ordered, and the turbolift doors swished shut. 

 

The End 

 


